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In light of Europe’s current increased insecurity to threats to its East and South, as well as 
the uncertainty about the future role of the US in Europe, it is obvious that Europe needs 
more than increased defense spending, but also to translate these moderate increases 
into more actual capabilities. Only improved coordination and integration can achieve 
this, but top-down approaches are insufficient, given the disparity in political-strategic 
cultures and interests. The more realistic short-term solution is for major European states 
to act as cores with which smaller states integrate their armed forces. This will address 
both capability gaps and help in the building of a common political-strategic culture. 
However, here too, institutionalized political-strategic reflexes are holding back Germany, 
the UK, and France from effectively fulfilling these roles. Yet, few other options appear 
credible at the moment. 

As noted in a recent piece in Foreign Policy1, Germany is creating a Bundeswehr-led network 
of European mini-armies with key neighboring states: Romania’s 81st Mechanized Brigade 
will join the Bundeswehr’s Rapid Response Forces Division; the Czech Republic’s 4th Rapid 
Deployment Brigade will become part of the Germans’ 10th Armored Division; and the 
Netherlands has integrated its 43rd Mechanized Brigade into Germany’s 1st Panzer Division, 
while its 11 Air Manoeuver has joined with Germany’s Rapid Response Forces. Underlying 
this approach is the Framework Nation Concept, which was instituted in 2013 to address 
weaknesses within the Bundeswehr itself. But other states have instituted bilateral or 
minilateral (small-scale multilateral) forms of cooperation. There is also the UK’s Joint 
Expeditionary Force that includes the Baltic states, Sweden, and Finland. And these are 
joined by a series of initiatives between smaller states such as the Nordic Battle Group, the 
Dutch-Belgium naval cooperation, and many others. In its white paper on defense, the 
European Commission foresees three scenarios on European defense cooperation, ranging 
from a minimal, to an intermediate, to a more intensive type of cooperation, with no 
intention for this European cooperation to replace NATO. The toned-down realism signaled 
here would be strengthened by the bilateral and minilateral initiatives mentioned above.  

Uncertainty and the need for European military capabilities 

Beyond the threats Europe faces from Russia and in the Middle East, the uncertainty of the 
future role of the US in Europe signaled by May 2017’s NATO summit underlined that 
Europe is in dire need of more effective military capabilities. President Trump’s absence of 
an explicit commitment to Article V combined with his criticism of the European lack of 
defense spending, as well as his more overt attacks on Germany, clearly show the more 
transactional nature of his “America First” grand strategy. Chancellor Merkel’s near-
immediate response that Europe can no longer fully count on others and “Europeans must 
really take our destiny into our own hands” emphasized that transatlantic relations have 
returned to the fragility last seen in the bitter 2003 debates surrounding the invasion of 



Iraq. However, the tensions should not be entirely oversold or attributed to President 
Trump. American dissatisfaction with burden sharing has been a constant in transatlantic 
relations since the early Cold War. And President Obama undiplomatically referred to the 
Europeans as “free riders” in his 2016 interview in The Atlantic, while before, in 2011, then-
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates publically admonished NATO members in Brussels. It 
must be acknowledged that, whatever the current nationalist backlash against 
internationalism in the US, structural pressures are eating away the American ability to be 
the preeminent power everywhere and all the time. European capability-building is 
therefore more than a signal of support for the US; it is an insurance policy for the 
possibility that the US turns away from Europe out of frustration, as Trump may yet still do, 
or if the US is too distracted to guarantee European security, which might happen if Asia 
becomes even more unstable (see the Korean peninsula in the short-term).  

However, it goes without saying that, despite statements and initiatives, in practice defense 
integration on the EU level (the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP); the Common 
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP); the Headline Goals; the Battlegroups; and so on) has 
not been very successful. Integration at the EU level tends to be top-down, and top-down is 
too often watered-down. Fundamentally, despite the emergence of multiple threats and 
challenges, there is still no common, grand strategic vision in European capitals and 
parliaments. Agreement usually signals the lowest common denominator. Besides, many 
initiatives are institution-building rather than capability-building, in line with German 
preferences. The unwillingness to create real capabilities and use them, led French 
policymakers in the mid-2000s to become disenchanted with the ESDP/CSDP. In turn, 
Germany’s Framework Nation Concept was itself a response to the French drift away from 
ESDP/CSDP. Fortunately, the mood in European states has shifted towards greater 
pragmatism, meaning more bottom-up bilateral or minilateral initiatives.  

However, it is not clear how best to generate effective capabilities from the growing 
number of minilateral collaborations of smaller states. In the endless parrying back and 
forth of percentages of military spending, it is easy to overlook that, especially for smaller 
European states, amounts expressed in absolute numbers are low. Simple aggregation will 
therefore not quickly lead to greater actual capabilities. For example, based on SIPRI’s data 
for 2016, the combined defense spending of the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, Norway, 
Denmark, Sweden, and the three Baltic states is about €35 billion, which is still less than 
Germany’s €37 billion, let alone France’s and the UK’s more than €50 billion. The problem is 
that combinations of small states do not create real economies of scale, nor much learning 
from interaction through training or operations. 

Principle of integration 

The most effective variant of minilateral defense integration and cooperation, in the short-
term, is to combine the militaries of small states with major European states whose 
militaries have enough critical mass to multiply the effect of the cooperation. Small states 
can pursue cooperation in two ways: complementing the major state with niche capabilities 
or addressing gaps in the capabilities of the major state. 

The first option, complementing with niche capabilities entails that the small state 
specializes in capabilities that are specific but valuable. The benefit is that niche capabilities 



require less large-scale material investment on the part of the smaller state and that 
drawbacks in economies of scale apply to a lesser degree. Examples are the focus on cyber 
capabilities (Estonia) or on Patriot units (Netherlands).  

The second option, and more useful under current circumstances, entails that the small 
state adds to the capabilities of a major state, by adding volume to its possible gaps. Basic 
core capabilities (like armor or airpower) are in demand in Europe, but small states lack the 
critical mass to do them well alone, largely because the relative costs of high-end 
equipment have gone up exponentially. The advantage of integration and cooperation with 
a major state is that small states build on the economies of scale of the major state — in 
terms of equipment, logistics, and operational and doctrinal knowledge. Small states can 
continue to maintain their national knowledge base through integrated training exercises 
and operational experience. This ensures that a small state may still be able to possibly 
surge in volume of these capabilities, if needed. For example, the integration of the Dutch 
43rd Mechanized Brigade allows the Dutch to keep access to developments in armored 
warfare, which otherwise they might have lost after the 2011 budget cuts to Dutch armor 
(that were reversed only recently). 

There are plenty of caveats. This approach to integration still does not solve problems such 
as the lack of serious European airlift or refueling capabilities, though other minilateral 
initiatives such as the 12-member Strategic Airlift Capability (SAC) go far there (though still 
dependent on the US). Nor does this type of integration address the question of how to 
integrate European defense industries, which the European Commission paper underlines is 
a major obstacle to effective spending and integration. More importantly, there is always 
the temptation to use initiatives for intra-European cooperation and integration as a virtue-
signaling excuse to disguise another cost-cutting measure. 

However, right now “big plus small plus small” is the most credible solution between the 
lofty goals of genuinely European armed forces and the lofty vision of a global strategy, and 
doing nothing. It is arguably the most effective way to generate real capabilities in the short-
term in the light of the currently projected moderate spending increases over the next 
decade. It also does not undermine NATO. There are three core states that can possibly play 
such a role in Europe: Germany, the UK, and France. Each has advantages and 
disadvantages. 

Germany 

Germany is well-suited to play the role of a core major power. Integration of German units 
with those of smaller states makes use of Germany’s existing size, centrality, and 
infrastructure and logistics. The Framework Nation Concept (or a variation thereof) offers 
Germany a “soft” way on the path towards taking on greater political-military, and not only 
economic, responsibilities and leadership in Europe. And German defense spending is going 
up, however incrementally, and has at least stopped its continual decline over the past 
decade and more.  

But optimism should be tempered. There are risks that this mode of integration of the 
armed forces of small states with the German military will not generate more effective 
military capabilities at the European level. The main obstacle is Germany’s political-strategic 



culture. German elites and public remain largely uncomfortable with thinking about the use 
of force: a Pew Research Center survey (the Spring 27 Global Attitudes Survey, published in 
May 2017) showed that only 40% of German citizens are willing to use force to aid a fellow 
NATO member. Such attitudes impede the effective political use of military capabilities, of 
which deterrence is the obvious example. Many of Europe’s smaller states are often as 
uncomfortable with force, though in different ways (though, for example, the same poll 
shows 72% of the Dutch public willing to act, the Netherlands has been reluctant in many 
other ways over the past decade, nor is its defense spending following suit). One suspects 
that small states consider it one of the benefits of cooperation with Germany; it is not likely 
to make great demands upon the smaller state. In those circumstances, how many effective 
capabilities will be generated, and how much learning will take place with the militaries of 
these smaller states? The very reason that Germany is well-suited to play this framework 
nation role — the complementarity with the political-strategic cultures of smaller states — 
is also a drawback. 

United Kingdom 

The UK is well-positioned to play the role of a core state. Like France, it is one of the two 
serious military powers within Europe, and as noted, it has already taken on such a role in 
the Baltics. However, Brexit both puts in doubt its ability to sustain spending and its future 
relation to Europe.  

So far, NATO remains central to the British outlook, and this type of minilateralism does not 
inherently contradict that commitment. And British policymakers are looking to parlay the 
UK’s security contribution into concessions in the Brexit talks. But the UK is now likelier to 
resist not only the integration of its own forces into larger and larger “European” 
frameworks, but also those of other, smaller states. And that undermines the possibilities 
that these minilateral options could coagulate into something at a more ambitious scale at 
some point in the not-too-far future.  

France 

France is very well-positioned to act as a core state around which small states can be 
grouped. Like the UK, it is one of the two serious military powers within Europe: it possesses 
a nuclear deterrent; it can project military force beyond its borders; fight in the high end of 
the conflict spectrum; its forces are regularly deployed and consequently experienced. 
Smaller states can therefore not only add their capabilities to those of France, but also learn 
from cooperation. Moreover, after the French reintegration into the NATO structures in 
2009, French practices are more in line with those of other Europeans.  

But there are some drawbacks to France playing this role as well. As noted in the Foreign 
Policy article, France is reluctant to play such a role. It tends to overlook the smaller powers, 
except for specific regional priorities, such as in the Mediterranean. The autonomous streak 
in France’s strategic thinking and its emphasis on status mean that France is primarily 
focused on its relations with the other major powers: the US, UK, and Germany. Over the 
past ten years, in the wake of Iraq, beginning with the Sarkozy presidency but continued by 
Hollande, France has worked hard to reinvigorate bilateral ties with the US and the UK. This 
culminated in a close working relationship with the US on counterterrorism operations, 



even becoming, for a few years, the most valued partner of Washington in this field. Judging 
from the early signs of the Trump-Macron interactions, this seems more difficult to sustain.  

The 2010 Lancaster House treaties reinvigorated French-British cooperation for a while, 
though it seems to have fizzled, and likely to be put under further strain by Brexit. Instead, 
President Macron again looks towards Germany. However, a renewed French-German 
motor for European security and defense cooperation — possibly based on the Eurocorps — 
does not mean increased French attention to smaller powers though. As a consequence, 
France is somewhat distrusted by potential small-state collaborators. Given its capabilities 
and experience, France underperforms as a leader in Europe. It is a missed opportunity, as it 
possesses the capabilities and experiences, and the European leanings. Moreover, France 
should actively seek out such a core role, if only to balance out German influence in Europe 
for the reasons mentioned above. 

Real need, real opportunities, real difficulties 

In sum, there are real opportunities to align smaller European states around the major three 
states to boost the actual effective military capabilities available for European security, 
whether by supplying niche capabilities or adding to the volume of basic capabilities. 
Arguably, this is the best available solution in light of the current insecurity in Europe, the 
problems with legitimacy of ambitious European projects, and the uncertainty about US 
intentions. But there are clear political hurdles to clear. In all three major European states 
that are suited to fill this kind of core role, enduring political-strategic cultures undermine 
those real opportunities for integration2, though in some cases, it is exactly those shared 
political-strategic cultures and interests that make bottom-up cooperation more feasible 
than more ambitious goals. Moreover, this type of bottom-up integration still skirts over 
questions of which capabilities Europe needs over the long-term, and does not adequately 
address the absence of strategic enablers, or how to start streamlining the various national 
defense industries. These are more substantial matters of grand strategy not covered by the 
ad hoc aggregation of capabilities. Be that as it may, those are questions for a later day, as 
right now any solution that addresses obvious gaps is sorely needed. 
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1 Elisabeth Braw, ‘Germany is Quietly Building a European Army under its Command’, May 22, 2017, 
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2 Germany is still dealing with the legacy of its catastrophic use of military force in the 20th century. 
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